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A Software Engineer Learns HTML5, JavaScript and jQueryCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2013

	
		New revision is now available. Fully revised and re-edited.

	


	
		HTML5 web applications are now capable of matching or exceeding the scale and sophistication of desktop applications, but with the unique advantage of running natively inside the web browsers on billions of desktop computers, phones,...
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Oracle Exadata Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2013

	Oracle Exadata Recipes takes an example-based, problem/solution approach in showing how to size, install, configure, manage, monitor, optimize, and migrate Oracle database workloads on and to the Oracle Exadata Database Machine. Whether you’re an Oracle Database administrator, Unix/Linux administrator, storage administrator,...
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Computer Architecture: Design and PerformancePrentice Hall, 1991


	Although computer systems employ a range of performance-improving techniques,

	intense effort to improve present performance and to develop completely new types

	of computer systems with this improved performance continues. Many design

	techniques involve the use of parallelism, in which more than one operation is

	performed...
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Computer Organization and Architecture: Designing for Performance (8th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2009

	KEY BENEFIT: Learn the fundamentals of processor and computer design from the newest edition of this award winning text. KEY TOPICS: Introduction; Computer Evolution and Performance; A Top-Level View of Computer Function and Interconnection; Cache Memory; Internal Memory Technology; External Memory; I/O;...
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Website Optimization: Speed, Search Engine & Conversion Rate SecretsO'Reilly, 2008
Remember when an optimized website was one that merely didn't take all day to appear? Times have changed. Today, website optimization can spell the difference between enterprise success and failure, and it takes a lot more know-how to achieve success.
 This book is a comprehensive guide to the tips, techniques, secrets, standards, and methods...
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Squid Proxy Server 3.1: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Squid proxy server enables you to cache your web content and return it quickly on subsequent requests. System administrators often struggle with delays and too much bandwidth being used, but Squid solves these problems by handling requests locally. By deploying Squid in accelerator mode, requests are handled faster than on normal web servers,...
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Google Cloud Platform for Developers: Build highly scalable cloud solutions with the power of Google Cloud PlatformPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Develop, deploy, and scale your applications with Google Cloud Platform

	
		Key Features

		
			Create and deploy your applications on Google Cloud Platform
	
			Store and manage source code and debug Cloud-hosted apps with plugins and IDEs
	
			Streamline developer workflows...
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C++ High Performance: Boost and optimize the performance of your C++17 codePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Write code that scales across CPU registers, multi-core, and machine clusters

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore concurrent programming in C++
	
			Identify memory management problems
	
			Use SIMD and STL containers for performance improvement


	
		Book...
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Microservices, IoT and Azure: Leveraging DevOps and Microservice Architecture to deliver SaaS SolutionsApress, 2015

	This book provides practical guidance for adopting a high velocity, continuous delivery process to create reliable, scalable, Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solutions that are designed and built using a microservice architecture, deployed to the Azure cloud, and managed through automation. Microservices, IoT, and Azure offers software...
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Professional SQL Server Reporting ServicesWrox Press, 2004
SQL Server Reporting Services is a serious reporting platform that delivers real business intelligence to
knowledge workers and business decision makers. It has the ability to render reports in many different
formats and also to execute those reports on demand, cache, archive, or automatically deliver them to
users. Whether you need...
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Daring Missions of World War IIJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Few World War II stories are more gripping than those fought behind enemy lines by spies, underground members, and special forces.       

In his latest collection, Daring Missions of World War II, popular author and distinguished historian William Breuer brings to light largely unknown stories of behind-the-scenes bravery and covert...
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ASP.NET 2.0 MVP HacksWrox Press, 2006
As Microsoft MVPs, this team of authors has witnessed first-hand the innumerable problems and challenges that even the most experienced developers regularly encounter. This project survival guide offers little-known solutions, undocumented features, tips, and tricks—otherwise known as hacks—that you can use to build and deliver...
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